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foreign workers must learn German BERLIN — A German court ruled Tuesday that
foreign construction workers must take a German language test before accepting a new
job in order to "gain an understanding of German culture." The decision by the
Mannheim regional court in southwest Germany, released late Monday, immediately
drew a sharp reaction from the Association of German Construction and Engineering
Industry (VDB). "The VDB is convinced that the rule clearly violates the fundamental
right to equal treatment," VDB president Ingo Gellau said in a statement. "A
requirement to learn German is especially unfair, if, by extension, it also means that
workers from France or Russia must do the same in Germany and Europe in general."
The VDB went on to question whether the court would extend its ruling to other foreign
workers — including those from Spain and Italy who are currently allowed to work in
Germany. According to VDB, construction companies say they have to hire foreign
construction workers because of their high skills and that they would have to close their
doors if allowed only German workers. "The government is an obstacle in that it doesn't
provide construction companies with the necessary building permits," VDB spokesman
Omer Loh told dpa. The court in Mannheim found that a foreign construction worker
hired in Germany must "undertake to attain an understanding of the German legal
system, culture, language and way of life," dpa reported.
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